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The digital industry is booming, considering it
was one of the fastest growing industries before
the COVID-19 pandemic, this challenge
accelerated an already fast moving domain.
Finding the best partner for your digital product
can become a challenge. How do you choose
the company that can deliver your dream
product in time on budget out of the thousands
of companies that promise you the best
solution for your business?
Get this right and you’ve saved yourself a lot of
time, money and grief in the long run. Get this
wrong and you will lose something much more
precious than money, the confidence to build a
digital product.

The e-Commerce Ascension ™
The e-Commerce Ascension™ has 9 essential steps which
we will go through along this series. This template is an
easy to follow visual guide of a more in-depth
methodology.
It shows you exactly what questions you need to ask in
order to map out the entire journey towards success.
The 9 steps are divided into 3 equally significant stages
that allow the user to capitalize on their untapped
potential.
Start by solving the puzzle of your business model, make
your way up to implementing the procedure and hover
above the skies while keeping an eye on innovative ways to
nurture progress.

Hi,
We are Neo Vision.
We help e-Commerce brand owners
who struggle to scale their website
and would much rather focus on
their products instead of their shop.
We help them automate their
processes, provide insight and
optimize the store so that it’s ready
for scaling in order to leverage their
time so they make more money and
have more meaning and more
freedom.

This short guide will show you how.
https://neovision.dev

The e-Commerce Ascension™ Roadmap

The e-Commerce Ascension™ Roadmap

Progress >> 7. Data Driven Decisions

Stay informed about the overall well-being of your project with
custom-made reports. The e-Commerce Ascension™ empowers its
users to always keep track of every movement of every piece of
shifting gear in the huge ever turning industry of e-Commerce.

Progress >> 7. Data Driven Decisions

Gather insight from all data collected from your application and harness it to
its maximum potential. The reports yielded by The e-Commerce Ascension™
are not just simple metrics charted on a paper, they are analyzed and
interpreted in such a way that they become a window into the very core of
your project.

Progress >> 7. Data Driven Decisions

Get into the mindset of a successful entrepreneur and turn every datum
into innovative ways to expand your business horizons. The analysis of the
reports is focused on generating insights that are converted into specific
potential directions for the business.
This way the decision maker has a decision tree of all possible routes and
only has to pick the one they want to follow.

The Approach Is Wrong

The e-Commerce AscensionTM

Most digital companies today are using the wrong model when
communicating with clients, setting outcome expectations and
delivering great products.

At the start of this short guide, you saw a
diagram which showed how the process is
carried out and If you want to take and
install the whole The e-Commerce
Ascension ™ into your business, the next
step is to book in a 15 minute Discover Call
with us where we will help you identify:

The best digital companies know this and they shifted their
approach from a technology oriented mindset to a business
mindset thus becoming their client’s partner instead of their
supplier and empowering their business with the tools available
in the digital playground.

1.
2.

The #1 thing holding you back
from reaching your digital
goals.
Deliver an ideal roadmap for
your digital product.

Book Now
https://calendly.com/Neo
Vision/ascension-discovery-call

